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Minutes for 1 st meeting of Fintech Study Group 

 

1. Financial Industry Structure 

① New Industry, new services 

（１） Overview 

(ア) Environments and Challenges on Japanese Fintech business 

i. Nationality 

 It was shown an opinion that improvement in digital literacy is required for development of 
Fintech industry. 

 New services provided by venture companies are suppressed by low popularity of 
online banking, which are prerequisites for those services.  

 Low digital literacy may discourage Japanese banks’ investment on Fintech. 

ii. Funding Environment 

 It was shown an opinion that investment on Japanese venture companies are active, 
however, their deal size are relatively low. Though this is favorable for companies in their 
early stages, companies that need funding in large scales face challenges in Japan.  

iii. Relationship between venture companies and incumbent financial institutions 

 It was pointed out that poor flexibility in information systems of Japanese financial 
institutions prevents cooperation with venture companies since Japanese financial 
institutions invested aggressively on their information systems during 1990s, when the 
commercial internet did not appeared.  

 It was shown an opinion that existing leading companies should have understanding and 
cooperation mind in order to boost FinTech industry. 

 Leading companies in US such as Disney and Nike play roles of accelerators with 
offering their own assets, and as a result ecosystem to incubate venture companies 
works well.  

 It is important for leading companies in Japan to set up an environment that allows 
“Leap before you look”, apart from existing business.  

iv. Share and linkage of data 

 It was shown a view that innovative services can be made through promoting data share 
among different companies. 

 Data share will contribute in various activities in business. Some potential examples are 
streamlining accounting operations, refining credit examination in banks, and 
sophisticating sales marketing. 

 Singapore government promotes Smart Nation project, attempting to collect and utilize 
various data nationally, which are models to be emulated in Japan.  

 It was shown an opinion that connecting data in financial institutions with those in other 
companies will benefit both parties. 

 In UK, entities such as FCA and HM Treasury are now trying to improve environment for 
data linkage, for example, formulation of guidelines on API for bank data. 

(イ) Future promising business area, prominent companies 
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 It was shown a view that block chain and artificial intelligence will contribute to efficiency of 
business operation in financial institutions.  

 Block chain may reduce maintenance cost of information system. AI may be effective in 
compliance field.  

 It was shown a view on potential contribution to regional vitalization. 

 For example, crowd funding may produce new industry through assisting companies 
that were unable to fund without it.  

(ウ) Important point in overseas Fintech 

 It was shown a view that strong commitment to UI and UX is key success factor of leading 
Fintech companies. 

 Remarkable growth of Uber and airBnB are derived from strong commitment to UI and 
UX. Japanese companies should emulate this. For example, Japanese companies 
cannot open bank account via internet. This reveals necessity of intensive improvement 
in UI and UX. 

(エ) Points to be discussed by government and industry 

 It was shown a view that building consensus on how to store and utilize personal data 
among concerning parties including consumers.  

 Consumers have anxiety when they provide their financial data. Such distrust prevents 
spread of venture companies’ services.  

 It was shown an opinion that guidelines should be established on data sharing. 

 There are many services forced to give up entering in to market even though they are 
technically feasible, due to lack of clear criteria on data sharing.  

 It was shown an opinion that systematic assistance is required that encourage Japanese 
venture companies to operate in overseas. 

 Since Japanese venture companies are domestic oriented compared to those in 
overseas, it systematic assistance is required that encourage Japanese venture 
companies to raise capital and to develop customer base in overseas. 
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